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2. Road to Rail
Traffic jam beaten
Railconcept beats traffic 
jam around Genève 

Swiss MIGROS
Ligurian ports: the best route

railAGV
"blue miracle", AGV 4.0
cargo rail as a truck

EUROGATE 
European rail network 
without borders

Rail selection
Italy, Turkey, Belgium

New Rail Silk Road
China in 15 days

Silk perspectives
changing cargo directions 
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CONNECTING ASIA TO EUROPE  
BY RAIL IN 15 DAYS

DOOR-TO-DOOR RAIL SOLUTIONS
ALL TYPES OF CONTAINERS
•  FCL
•  LCL
•  Special container
•  Special rack for cars stuffing

ADDED  VALUE SERVICES
• Track & Trace / Control Tower
• Warehousing
• Reloading into truck
• Customs & tax representation

> 15 DAYS DELIVERY 
> 15 TRAINS A WEEK

www.gefco.net
Mail: railasia-europe@gefco.net 
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BESTCORP

BESTCORP

Strukton Rail Short Line

Quick response maintenance
Quick response maintenance

Main track
Industrial tra

ck

Main track

Main track
Industrial tra

ck

Industrial tra
ck

1

2

Data acquisition
•  Monitoring
•  Measurement
•  Inspection
through people, sensors 
and technology

Data acquisition
•  Monitoring
•  Measurement
•  Inspection
through people, sensors 
and technology

Alle techniek veldenAlle techniek velden

ShortLine Portal
Status onderhoudsplan

Week
2
2
8
10
11
12

Omschrijving taak Toegevoegde inspectie
SL INSP VB SP
SL INSP VB WL
INSP Wisselteller 1
INSP Wisselteller 2
INSP WL-stel kort
INSP Assenteller

IVB spoor
IVB wissel
R06) NSE Enkel
R03) NSE Enkel
Meten B1 relais
Meten B2 relais

Eerstvolgende onderhoudsactiviteiten

www.struktonshare...

• 24/7 insight into condition track and switches
• Efficient maintenance planning
• Overview of assets and contracts

• 24/7 insight into condition track and switches
• Efficient maintenance planning
• Overview of assets and contracts

Access to data portal

Axle countersAxle counters

Automatic level
crossing
Automatic level
crossing

SwitchesSwitches

UnimogUnimog

Alle techniek velden Baan
9% 17%

27% 33%22%

3%

22%

13%

5%

29%

3%

17%Nog plannen

Op tijd gepland

Te laat met plannen

Te laat gepland

Op tijd uitgevoerd

Te laat uitgevoerd

Management, maintenance and construction of industrial tracksManagement, maintenance and construction of industrial tracks

Quick response maintenanceQuick response maintenance

Your siding optimally available? 
Simply call Short Line!

www.struktonrail.com/shortlinesShortest line: +31 (0)73 690 16 00

Editorial
Sceptics claim that short distance freight transport 
by rail is not possible in an economic way. Well, 
when they are ready, they can learn a lot from a fas-
cinating new concept that not only beats traditional 
logistics, it also beats the traffic jam! May I introduce: 
railCare from Härkingen (CH). 

The NWE (North-West European) ports have been 
hauled over the coals: MIGROS lists – point by point 
– the unbeatable hinterland offer which the Ligurian 
ports have built up. Even when only the import flows 
have been taken into account, it works for export 
container flows as well. 

The railAGV, a “blue miracle“ or AGV 4.0. Individ-
ual, simple, fascinating rail transport solutions 
and also competitive… if only we could 
forget rail route pricing or could price it 
like road transport is being priced (a 
major critical remark in the recent ECA 
report on rail).    

Who does not think immedi-
ately of Marco Polo when 
you hear the words "silk 

road"?  Me too. That is absolutely wrong. During the 
Roman Empire the silk road was already highly fre-
quented and in use for trade, but after the maritime 
route to South-East Asia had been discovered the 
silk road lost its importance. China, Kazakstan and 
other CIS countries have engaged in what you can 
call the biggest rail development project of mankind: 
the new silk rail road with a south (from Chongqing) 
and a north route (from Zhengzhou) joining in Mos-
cow.

After several festive trial trains (Duisburg, Madrid, 
Prague, Tilburg) in recent years, there are actually, 
among others, three regular arrivals weekly in Duis-
burg. With the slogan “quicker than sea, cheaper 
than air”, the new rail silk road is closing a gap in 
the huge Eurasian markets. The price as such is not 
triggering competition with sea transport, but this 

route has a differ-
ent summary of 
cost items and 
the result can be 
surprising!   
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Telefon: +49 (0) 40 380 433 91
E-Mail: info@logsure.de
Internet: www.logsure.de

LogSure GmbH
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If more cargo gets on the train, then there 
are less trucks on the road. A company from 
Härkingen has been pursuing this strategy for 
a few years with successful results. railCare 
transports door-to-door, combined with rail and 
truck. 

The huge storage area be-
side the railway station in 
Oensingen is vibrant with ac-
tivity. Trucks from all cardinal 
directions are driving into the 
area and also leaving it. At 
the far end of the area rail-
cars are waiting. Both the rail-
cars as well as the truck car-
ry the same company name: 
railCare.

This is the concept of the Härkingen based 
company. It is combining the transport on rail 
and road. Huge customers like Coop, 
Emmi, Heineken or McDonalds rely on 
the services of the logistic company from 
Solothurn. railCare are mainly transport-
ing fresh products. For these goods a lot 
of the containers in the area in Oensingen 
have an integrated cooling unit.

The route of a head lettuce from Italy

railCare offers a door-to-door transport service, 
like general truck operators do. The company 
is putting goods for longer distances on the 

train; for example head lettuce 
from Italy. Greengrocers bring 
them to Stabio in Ticino. In 
Stabio railCare operates, like 
in Oensingen, one of the in 
total nine “hubs” in Switzer-
land - what’s known as an 
exchange station. The head 
lettuce arrives from Stabio by 
railway in a regional distribu-
tion centre of the supermarket 
chain. There the head lettuce 

is sorted out and put into a 
rolling cart for a specific branch store. This roll-
ing cart is loaded into a railCare container and 
transported to Oensingen, again by rail. Here 

the container is moved from the railcar to 
a railCare truck and directly driven to the 
branch of the supermarket chain. “The 
last mile, because there are no railtracks 
into the branch store, we complete with 
the truck” explains Philipp Wegmüller, 
general manager of railCare.

Advantage of rail: less traffic jams

Why do railCare and its customers prefer rail 
transport? “Of course environment protection 
is an issue,” answers Wegmüller. “Major cus-
tomers like Coop for example are realizing their 

own CO2 reduction targets with this combined 
transport. But for many customers the environ-
mental issue is not really a concern.”

“It is also not the case, that we have a bonus 
and   can   ask   higher   tariffs,”  railCare   boss 

Unless traffic jam: 
logistics like 
a Swiss watch
For cargo, rail and road: the success story of railCare
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Wegmüller submits. “Quite 
the contrary; the customers 
benefit from the fact that the 
railway transport guarantees 
punctuality. On the roads the 
situation is becoming more 
and more imponderable, the 
delays caused by congestion 
are increasing. Particularly for 
fresh products absolute relia-
bility is essential.”

Disadvantages of rail: 
one needs critical mass

railCare benefits from congested roads. But the 
railway network is also strongly stressed. rail-
Care rents as a private rail operator so called 
“slots” on the SBB-railway network. railCare is 
flexible, because its trains are short and quick. 

Cargo trains are generally 700 to 800 metres 
long and move correspondingly slowly. “rail-
Care trains are short and have the same speed 
and braking performance as high speed trains. 
We are able to drive between two trains, if the 

timing allows this,” reveals 
Wegmüller.

"A combined transport sys-
tem unfortunatel only func-
tions well for huge custom-
ers. Because a critical mass 
is inevitable as well as a reg-
ular  volume”  explains  Weg-
müller. Only a full train is a 
good train. railCare is never-
theless optimistic, that there 
are still several potential 
customers and thus probably 

better utilization.

The company has evolved dynamically in the last 
few years and actually employs overall about 
300 members of staff in Switzerland. More than 
100 employees are in the canton Solothurn, the 
others are in the headquarters in Härkingen 
and the exchange terminal in Oensingen. Each 
day there are five locomotives running around 
the clock. Some 20-25 trains roll daily for rail-
Care. This railCare operation corresponds with 
250 trucks.
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Green is less important than cheap

Until now railCare has been the only operator 
which offers combined transport in this way for 
national cargo transports. 

Theoretically other competitors can join in, be-
cause for the past 10 years rail transport has 
been liberalized. However, the admission re-
quirements are severe, explains Philipp Weg-
müller. 

“First there is the investment in or rental of the 
locomotives, rail cars and skilled staff.” For the 
time being railCare will probably remain the 
only provider.  

"In any case competition is not on the rail 
tracks," says Wegmuller. "It is on the road."

With that he points again to the biggest chal-
lenge of company. “We have to exist in a highly 
competitive market, in which each cent is hag-
gled over “green” logistics back and forth. At the 
end of the day it must be profitable.”

Short distances and economy

railCare is realizing combined transport in com-
petition to the road already from a transport dis-
tance of 90 km. Therefore it is absolutely essen-
tial that all the interfaces (shipper, precarriage, 
handling, rail transport, handling, oncarriage, 

receiver) are being planned, steered and moni-
tored from one hand. The trains which connect 
the different terminals must move absolutely re-
liably and punctually. 
Last but not least the processing in the termi-
nals must be efficient and effective in order to 

realize a cost-effective handling. The transport 
distance for CityCargo Genève is only 67 km. 

In order to be competitive on this short distance 
another additional value had to be found, be-
sides the earlier mentioned requirements. 
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Film
http://www.railcare.ch/content/railcare/de/dienstleistungen/citycargo.html

must see!

Thanks to the UCT system (unaccompanied 
combined transport) and intensive cooper-
ation with the customer, the existing logistic 
chain could be simplified and because of that 
the costs lowered. This has been realized by 
direct deliveries to the supermarkets from the 
national central distribution centres, instead of 
shuttle transports between national and region-
al distribution centres with interim storage and 
additional cargo handling. 

Now to the railCare cinema

This short film is a “must see”….. simple and 
impressive, logistics processes visualized with 
pencil and scissors. These 3 minutes and 41 
seconds are worth it…. and you certainly will 
watch the film more than once!

Contact

info@railcare.chstungen/citycargo.html 

http://www.railcare.ch/content/railcare/de/dienstleistungen/citycargo.html
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Diese Doppelseite 
steht auch als PDF 
im Internet zur 
Verfügung:
www.coopzeitung.ch/railcare

Logistik

Die Verlagerung der Transporte von der Strasse 
auf die Schiene schont die Umwelt und ist 
wirtschaftlich: Durch die Innovation von Coop 
und Rail Care kommen die Waren 
pünktlich und sicher ans Ziel.

So funktioniert 
der Warentransport 

mit Rail Care

Oensingen

Bern

Gwatt

Aclens

Chavornay

BrigGenf-
La Praille

Versorgung für Genf
Vom Rail-Care-Terminal Aclens 
via Genf-La Praille werden 
42 Verkaufsstellen beliefert.

Karte der 
Rail-Care-Terminals 

der Schweiz

Anlieferung
Die Waren werden
per Camion und Zug zu 
einer Verteilzentrale 
mit Rail-Care-Terminal 
gebracht. Horizontalumschlag

Die Wechselbehälter werden 
in drei Wellen pro Tag auf 
Güterzüge verladen.

Die letzte Meile
Per Camion werden die 
Verkaufsstellen mit den 
Waren beliefert.

Vom Zug auf die Strasse
Erneuter Umschlag der 
Wechselbehälter für die 
letzte Transportetappe.

1

2 54
Bahntransport
Die Güterzüge bringen die 
Waren schnell und pünktlich 
an den Zielbahnhof.

3

Rail-Care-Terminal

Verkaufsstelle

Genf

Genf-La Praille

JONA PIXEL MANTOVAN/FLORENCE MICHEL/RAIL CARE/WIKIPEDIA.ORG/OPENSTREETMAP.ORG/BUNDESAMT FÜR STATISTIK

Sauber, schnell   und 
zuverlässig

Coopzeitung  

Castione

Felsberg

Elgg

Stabio

EMISSIONEN DES 
INTERNATIONALEN 
LUFTVERKEHRS 
SIND IN DIESER 
STATISTIK NICHT 
BERÜCKSICHTIGT.

38

36

40

42

37 987
Millionen 
Tonnen
CO2 in 2011.

1990 1998 20061994 2002 20101992 2000 20081996 20041991 1999 20071995 2003 20111993 2001 20091997 2005

1,4 Mio.
Strassenkilometer pro Jahr 
weniger an Camionfahrten 
zwischen Genf und Lausanne.

1128
Tonnen CO2 pro Jahr 
weniger durch das 
Projekt «CityCargo» Genf.

30 000
Wechselbehälter pro Jahr 
(25 pro Zug) braucht es für 
den Transport zwischen 
Aclens und Genf.

67
Schienenkilometer trennen 
die Verteilzentrale Aclens vom 
Bahnhof Genf.

Entwicklung der 
CO2 -Emissionen 
in der Schweiz
von 1990 bis 2011, in Mio. Tonnen

Sauber, schnell   und 
zuverlässig
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IXOLUTION
I N T E L L I G E N T  E X E C U T I O N

Standard software for
intermodal transport & logistics
www.ixolution.com Zwijndrecht [NL] & Nettetal-Kaldenkirchen [D]
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On an intermodal tour to Northern Italy sev-
eral Swiss shippers also participated. Dur-
ing a visit to the Ligurian ports La Spezia 
and Vado Ligure, I had the opportunity to 
talk with Markus Helg, the area manager  of  
international  transport  with  the  company
MIGROS-Genossenschafts-Bunds Zürich.

Import containers

Because of the fact that you would expect a 
routing for the MIGROS import containers via 
the north-west European ports and then going 
south by barge or rail to their final destination in 
Switzerland, this was an interesting exchange 
as the outcome underlined once more the de-
velopments and ambitions of the Ligurian 
ports. 

The hinterland of these ports is expanding 
and the economy is also boosted or even 
inspired by the growing number of base 
tunnels being laid as part of the trans-Al-
pine railway (NEAT). Apart from this future 

the past has learned, that 
the alpine cargo traffic has 
doubled between 1980 and 
2015 (from 50 tot 100 mil-
lion tons). Adding the am-
bitions of both the Adriatic 
and the Ligurian ports to 
the general growth of cargo 
traffic, it is like-
ly to dou-
ble again 
well with-
in the next 
35 years.
 

MIGROS
The Ligurian ports from the shipper’s perspective
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Dubbelman Container Transporten bv

Nieuwlandsedijk 133        4926 AP Lage Zwaluwe       T:+31 168 480100        F:+31 168 4804038      www.dubbelmancontainertransporten.nl

Antwerp

Rotterdam

Moerdijk
Ludwigshafen

Karlsruhe

Wörth

Strassbourg Ottmarsheim

Neuf-Brisach
Weil

Basel

Birsfelden

Intermodal upper Rhine operator

Nijmegen

Willebroek

VenloDeurne
Born

Oosterhout

Meerhout

Ridderkerk

Den Bosch
Wanssum

Mainz

possibly including “door to door” deliveries

Mannheim

Now let’s take one at a time: volume, 
operation, costs, time, ecology

MIGROS has already been regularly routing 
import containers via the Ligurian ports since 
2013 with determination. In 2015 2,400 TEU 
(30% of the yearly volume) was routed via La 
Spezia and Genova. For 2016 50% of the year-
ly volume is planned (so 4,000 TEU). This de-
velopment shows that the cost calculation via 
Ligurian ports is attractive for MIGROS. In the 
volume split, 80% is routed via La Spezia and 
20% via Genova. The port decision depends on 
the transit time and/or the deep sea line. 

Same cost level:
Ligurian ports & NWE ports 

The total costs in due consideration of all addi-
tional costs (incl. “demurrage“ and “detention“, 
thus the TCO = total costs of oper-
ation) are on the same 
level in the Ligurian 
ports for imports from 
Asia and/or India as 
via the NWE ports. 

In respect of the con-
tainer sizes the 40’ 
containers are rath-
er cheaper, 20’ con-
tainers relatively a 
bit more expensive. 
The difference is 
about € 50 per 
TEU. 

There are individ-
ual price differ-
ences depending 
on which terminal is 
in charge in the different 
ports.  

There are also serious differences when com-

paring the costs between north and south ports.  
Because of the immediate forwarding of the 
containers in the south ports we don’t have to 
calculate demurrage and detention costs. 

Container buffer in Melzo

When containers must be buffered for a certain 
time in Melzo (before the Christmas season 
or other seasons), this is possible without ad-
ditional costs. This is a striking difference with 
the NWE ports and another strong argument in 
favour of the ports in the south. 

Finally, even the scanning costs in Italy are lower 
than in Rotterdam and the trade flows (the par-
ticular goods in the containers) we had chosen 
for a comparison, are scanned less often and 
suf- fer less delays. 

Asia: 4 to 10 days earlier

Also the routing via south ports is more environ-
mentally friendly: the maritime distance is 4,000 
km shorter and thus the emissions less. 

Because of the shorter maritime route the con-
tainers are available 4 to 10 days earlier.  The 
rail processing in the ports as well as in the Rail 
Hub Milano (Melzo) is working perfectly. The 

connection Melzo – Frenkendorf with two arriv-
als and departures weekly is stable and reliable. 

From Rotterdam however, according to rail op-
erators themselves, it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to operate trains with an economically 
acceptable utilization to Switzerland, which in-
evitably has its effect on the cost price per con-
tainer. All distribution centres of MIGROS (Neu-
endorf, Suhr and Volketswil) have a rail siding 
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La Spezia

Melzo

Frenkendorf

Neuendorf

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

at their disposal and thus direct trains 
into Switzerland (using container ter-
minal Frenkendorf) is the preferred 
option. 

From Frenkendorf the containers 
are being transported just in time to 

Neuendorf with a direct train, the 
“MIGROS shuttle“. 

Empty containers

An additional point of great 
importance is the fact that 

the container terminal Frenk-
endorf keeps depots for empty 

containers for a wide range of 
container lines, which means 
that empty containers can be 
redelivered to Frenkendorf.

Contact

Markus Helg

Markus.helg@mgb.ch
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Markus Helg

Since 2005 Markus Helg has been the 
area manager of international trans-
port company MIGROS-Genossen-
schafts-Bunds Zürich. In this function 
he is, amongst others, responsible for 
the international transport logistics and 
customs clearance issues of MIGROS.   
  Before joining MIGROS, from 1989, 
he managed the claims department 
for transport insurance, haulage con-
tractor and forwarder’s liability insur-
ance of the SCHWEIZ-Insurance, EL-
VIA and Allianz Suisse.
  After his education as a logistic man-
ager Markus Helg worked for several 
years for an international forwarding 
company in the USA as well as for a consulting company for project 
forwarding and transport insurance. Markus Helg is 57 years old, 
married and has three children.
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In the container sector AGVs (automatic 
guided vehicles) are mainly in use in the 
sea port terminals, where these 
vehicles (driverless and fully auto-
mated) provide transport between 
the sea vessel and the storage area 
(“stack“) or vice versa. 

The euphoric excitement, which the 
first AGVs caused from the developers, 

led to visions of “driverless” container hinter-
land transports with an own track on to the mo-

torways. In colourful  animations and visual-
izations this future was brought into “reality”. 
Well, that was it as far as the reality went, 
because the necessary space for its own 
AGV infrastructure and own AGV motorway 
is not available anymore. 
The reality today is that the AGVs  work in 
a limited area. You can leave the terminals 

without closing the gate - they cannot escape 
and nobody should have nightmares about run-
away AGVs!

railAGV

The railAGV is a similar vehicle, although with 
the implicit drive “to go out” and as such is in-
dependently orientating within the complete 
existing rail network! The railAGV finds its way 
autonomously from the starting (terminal) loca-
tion to the ordered final destination, undeterred 
by the daily hustle and bustle of the passenger 

and freight trains. Of course it recognizes mov-
ing and not moving hindrances and reacts ac-
cordingly. 
The railAGV, driverless and preferably electric, 
has a great similarity with a truck. It has space 
for two TEU (or a 45’container) and transports 
the container freight via the rail network from 
rail siding A to rail siding B. Obviously railAGVs
can be connected or constructed as 4 TEU 
railAGV (in a 6-axle railcar with articulation) and 
thus transport more containers at once; with 
this driverless trucks or super lorries have a se-
rious competitor. 

railAGV
Driverless, preferably electric, single or double railcar, short or long distance…..
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For the live operation of fu-
turistic (sceptics think: utop-
ic) driverless trucks on pub-
lic roads a lot of challenges 
and regulations have to be 
overcome. Not so with the 
railAGV, because the neces-
sary and public rail network is 
available and immediately us-
able. Radar, sensors and the 
complete steering software is 
on board the railAGV.

Paul van Bers: “For the 
railAGV the future is not a 
vision, but a tangible reali-
ty. The flexibility, which the 
truck offers the shippers, has 
downgraded the container 
train to a niche supplier. The 
rail loses to the truck in speed 
and flexibility, and pricewise 
to the inland barge in the 
markets where inland barging 
can shine with to rail utopic 
effects of scale. The railAGV 
makes large-scale rail trans-
port attractive again.”

175 years of rail: Rail 
parade Amersfoort

On this jubilee event in 2014 
railAGV presented a H0 rail 
model, in which as well as 
passenger and freight trains, 
13 railAGVs were running. 
The conventional trains (ore 
train, TGV, shunting sets, sin-
gle locomotives, etc.) ran in 
fixed time and route sched-
ules through the model; the 
railAGVs did not. 

From their respective loca-
tions, they had to get to a fi-
nal destination; to arrive there 
was their job and to find their 
way through the rail world 
running schedules too.

Sceptics, who supposed that 
the railAGVs had become 
fixed routes, got the opportu-
nity to take the railAGVs from 
the rail tracks and put them 
back onto a position of their 
own choice. The railAGVs 
nevertheless still found their 
way from their new locations 

ogSure
your umbrella for safe logistic operations

Telephone +49 40 380 433 91
Email        info@logsure.de
Website     www.logsure.deLogSure

3
TOTAL PORT STAY

COSTS 10000
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RAIL OPERATOR
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APM Terminals Maasvlakte II (APMT MVII) has her rail terminal located at the 
center of Maasvlakte. This location makes for an excellent consolidation point 
for both maritime and continental volumes. With the Open Access Rail Terminal 
(OART) concept, we open up our rail terminal to handle external cargo.

Contactgegevens
Commercial Department
(Accountmanager Landside)

E-mail: roy.de.haan@apmterminals.com
Tel.:  +31 (0)10 754 9656 or 
+31 (0) 646828319

APM Terminals Maasvlakte II B.V.

Europaweg 910, 3199 LC Rotterdam

Postbus 8, 3000 AA Rotterdam

Nederland

Handelsregister nr. 24399863

Lifting Global Trade

www.apmterminals.com

www.DailyLiftingMVII.com
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to their final destinations. 
With regard to the real oper-
ation of railAGVs this exper-
iment showed that railAGVs 
never get lost and in case of 
obstacles on the rail tracks or 
damaged bridges, they au-
tonomously search for a new 
route to the final destination.

Paul van Bers: “The videos 
made during the Rail parade 
(YouTube links at the end) 
visualize the operation and 
the possibilities of this tech-
nology, which is much more 
comprehensive, than that of 
the well-known AGV vehi-
cles - and which is applicable 
both in huge as well as small 
operations. Sceptics are wel-
come to visit the permanent 
model in our testlab, to see 
and feel and convince them-
selves of the simplicity, effi-
ciency and versatility of this 
technology.” 

Workshop with RWTH

After numerous tests and trials 
completely convinced them 
that the technology works, 
the developers Marco van der 
Toorn and Paul van Bers, can 
hardly wait for the moment to 
show the railAGV under “real 
live” circumstances, and as 
soon as possible after that to 
get to the first vehicles being 
built and running in real oper-
ations.
The railAGV deployment 
seems, for the time being, 
more or less a Jules Verne’s 
vision. The regulations do 
not even mention or include 
such technology, but on the 
level of industrial and port rail 
networks there is substantial 
potential, which can be imple-
mented immediately. 

As soon as smaller projects 
have been realized success-
fully, the entry to the public 
railway network will surely be 
easier and realistic instead of 
futuristic.  

The solution is Green
With the Green Xpress Network, IFB and 
B Logistics create fast, reliable and direct rail 
connections between European economic hubs. 

Driving longer distances, we combine 
flexibility with speed, at unrivalled quality, 
and fully demonstrate the power of rail for 
our international customers. 

GXN offers our clients the reliability they need  
with performance statistics above 95%. 
Try a green solution. Try rail.
 
www.intermodalquote.be 
www.interferryboats.be

Sweden Xpress
Better, faster, smarter
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RWTH Aachen
motorized rail wagon

In co-operation with the University RWTH 
Aachen a “real live” workshop is being prepared 
in the coming months. 

Both motorized railcars of the RWTH will be 
equipped with the software of the railAGV and 
pass a series of test and demonstration runs…. 
of course with a full container on board! 

Some further applications

For terminals, which process substantial quan-
tities of import containers for “neighbouring” re-
ceivers  (like Böhnen, Dortmund, Tilburg, Meer-
hout, Ulm, etc.), the usage of railAGVs makes 
sense from different points of view. 

As a connector of two 
neighbouring terminals the 
railAGV is a reliable, 24/7 
available and emission-free 
workhorse. Terminals reg-
ularly have expansion pos-
sibilities available, even 
when occasionally the 
limits have been reached 
and seem insurmountable. 
The employment of the 
railAGV, as a 24/7 convey-
or, generates new options 
for expansion.

For on-carriage and 
pre-carriage at the ship-
per’s facilities within the 
“city limits” range, the 
railAGV is probably a bet-
ter alternative than the 
truck. When permits for 
such short distances can 
be obtained, it will defi-
nitely speed up the entry 
to the public railway net-
work. 

Facts and details: 
the simulation programme SIMOPS

Based on the “supervisor route control system” 
(SRCS), which is the steering program of the 
railAGV, a simulation programme has been de-
veloped: SIMOPS. This program (SRCS_SI-
MOPS) is also able to check the efficiency of 
planned or existing rail tracks in terms of flow 
rate of cargo. The tool is further able to integrate 
all actual users of a certain rail network, but can 
also quickly add new users, like the railAGV.   

Marco van der Toorn: “For a long time an 
instrument to check the transport targets (re-
alistic and/or cost effective) of planned rail in-

frastructure was not available. If the 
planning for rail infrastructure is too 
poor, then turnover will suffer later on, 
meaning that costs for extensions in 
the future will be immense.  

On the other hand immense costs are 
also lurking when the infrastructure 
planning is too generous:  less turn-
over and repeating costs for mainte-
nance.”

Planning tool

The flexible SRCS_SIMOPS program 
enables a an unprecedented capacity 
and productivity calculation of new or 
existing rail infrastructures, and all be-
fore the railroad ties have been ordered! 

The simplicity and speed enabled by 
SRCS_SIMOPS is therefore contribut-
ing to substantial cost savings. 

Bottlenecks

The extensive and autonomous sim-
ulation reveal “bottlenecks” and ob-
stacles (also those which are hidden 
in the rail infrastructure), which would 
otherwise have occurred if it had 
been built according to the original 
plans. 

All this is possible because  SRCS_
SIMOPS is more than just a simula-
tor, it optimizes the train processes. 

SRCS_SIMOPS can’t fake train 
movements and/or train locations, 
because it underlies all operational 
and physical regularities.  
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SRCS_SIMOPS creates a higher efficiency and 
respective cost savings, simply out of the flex-
ible fluctuating and registered transport data 
from systems like PORTBASE (Rotterdam) or 
APCS and BTS (Antwerp). 

Efficiency and savings

The immediate cost savings after implementa-
tion of this programme exceed the 
investment often many times over. 
Even when it just helps to discover 
or avoid a design error, then there is 
often several €100k involved. 

SRCS_SIMOPS is also able to run 
simulations in real time, which  also 
means also human intervention    
becomes possible in train traffic or 
shunting. Such simulations can be 
shown in a compressed visualiza-
tion by an “accelerated clock”, in or-
der to have the results of a full day 
survey available within minutes.

It is possible to record the rail track lengths of 
route sections. This combined with operational 
GPS- and ERTMS-messages gives an analysis 
of the speed efficiency from all users (railsAG-
Vs as well as regular trains). 

SRCS_SIMOPS does not only record the oper-
ational flow (the throughput of containers), but 

also the energy consumption of the railAGVs. 
The collected data can be analysed on an in-
dividual railAGV level and thus allow compar-
isons on different levels (energy, speed, etc.) 
with the truck. Thus SRCS_SIMOPS collects 
implicitly and automatically much statistical 
data. For example, how many times a shunt 
has been moved? This is useful information for 

the maintenance plan. On request, further data 
collections can be integrated in the programme 
and the evaluation can correspondingly be in-
dividually shaped and bespoke. The costs for 
SRCS_SIMOPS depends on the size of the rail 
network that has to be covered and is being cal-
culated according to the number of “icoons” that 
have to be integrated into the SRCS_SIMOPS 

programme. 
One “icoon” stands for 
maximal 50 metres rail in-
frastructure in the depicted 
reality. 
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Kompatibilität von Verkehrsträgern ist  
keine Selbstverständlichkeit.
 
Von rund 1 Mio. Sattelaufliegern europa-
weit sind gerade einmal 5 Prozent kranbar. 
NiKRASA bringt systemisch Bewegung ins 
Spiel. 

Wir schließen die Lücke und bringen Sie 
von der Straße auf die Schiene.

Nicht kranbare Sattelauflieger werden  
kranbar: Mit einer Platte werden Ihre Trailer 
auf die Schiene umgeschlagen.

MAKING STANDARDS WORK
FOR A PERFECT MATCH BETWEEN ROAD AND RAIL

TX Logistik AG

Junkersring 33 . D - 53844 Troisdorf
Tel: + 49 (0) 22 41 14 92- 0
Fax: + 49 (0) 22 41 14 92- 139
info@txlogistik.eu . www.txlogistik.eu

TX_AZ_90x252_Tetris.indd   1 25.10.16   10:21

We thank 

MINIWORLD
ROTTERDAM

for the perfect
rail scenery!

https://youtube.com/watch?v=dEi9WnH6HK8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Bkc2LovxZHs

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4rV3Xvd0Ft8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=xgbu-r5w5TY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=yGRbDL9sv2Q
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5 railAGV films
on YouTube

Short and crisp

SRCS_SIMOPS offers the user a simple tool for: 

● design and operational test in advance of rail infrastructure 

● a flexible and efficient operation of the rail traffic 

● error searching, locating, eliminating and saving costs 

● optimization of container flows on the rail tracks 

● better use of energy: monitoring and optimizing 

● workout and testing of alternative concepts

● setting up “lean & mean” rail cargo transport  

● visualization of shore-based automated container handling 

● the visualization and monitoring of actual rail movements 

● new rail scenarios: designing, testing and optimizing

Contact 

www.ragv.nl

ir Paul van Bers

ing Marco van der Toorn
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Universal growth model for container transferia near deep-
sea terminals. Picture shows a transferium for a throughput 
of 500,000 TEU/year.

4 stack lanes, 8 OHC's, quay length 150 m1

Handling speed: 
- shuttles 100-160 moves / hour (200-320 TEU/h)
- trucks    100-120 moves / hour (200-240 TEU/h)
  
Terminal area: ± 3,0 hectare
Stack capacity: 3.300 - 4.100 TEU

3938 BOX®2016 - 22 BOX®

Higher performance, 
lower costs and a lot 
more advantages!

Containertransferium 
new style!

2016 - 22

http://www.ngict.eu/website/home/animations/
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For more than 20 years, EUROGATE Inter-
modal has specialised in intermodal con-
tainer transport by road and rail. For round 
about the same length of time, the contain-
er logistics provider Kloiber has been a key 
partner for pick-up and delivery by truck.

Rail:increasingly attractive

The rail option is becoming increasingly attrac-
tive for customers in seaport hinterland traffic. 
EUROGATE Intermodal (EGIM) has its 
part to play in this: the fully-owned sub-
sidiary of terminal operator EUROGATE 
can handle up to 710,000 TEUs a year in 
the combined transport of rail and road. 

EGIM has trusted this combination for 
over 20 years now. And since rail trans-
port has better green credentials and 

produces lower emissions over long distances 
than trucks, the transport operator and its cus-
tomers are at the same time making a contri-
bution towards protecting the planet and its re-
sources.

For customers who are looking for customised 
and sustainable transport solutions between 
the seaports in Hamburg, Bremerhaven, Wil-
helmshaven and southern Germany, Hunga-
ry and Italy, as well as other EU destinations, 

EGIM is exactly the right partner. 

The advantage: by switching to the track 
they no longer have to contend with bot-
tlenecks on the road. Thus from Ham-
burg to Budapest, the transit time by train 
is just 27 hours for a distance of nearly 
1,200 kilometres     –    without   switching 
locomotives.

EGIM provides its rail services in co-operation 
with rail transport operator boxXpress.de, in 
which EGIM is a founder member, and Floyd 
from Hungary, in which the EUROGATE subsid-
iary has a majority shareholding.

More capacity: 
average of 96 TEUs per train

Since the beginning of last year EGIM has relied 
exclusively on direct container block trains with an 
average transport capacity of 96 TEUs in each di-
rection. 

Aaron Spandehra, Sales Manager at EGIM is 
pleased with the benefits: “We can offer our cus-
tomers even better quality and have also become 
faster.” 

Customers also appreciate having a designated 
contact person for each route, he says. “What’s 
more, we now have additional capacities as a 

result, allowing us to respond even better to our 
customers’ requirements.” For import and export 
traffic, EGIM offers daily shuttle services between 
the German seaports and eight inland terminals 
in South Germany. In addition to Hamburg and 
Bremerhaven, Germany’s only deep-water port in 
Wilhelmshaven was integrated into EGIM’s net-
work in 2014. 

Working with 60 company-owned container chas-
sis and around 40 sub-contractors, the “Truck” 
business segment assumes collection and deliv-
ery between the terminals and other depots in the 
Hamburg metropolitan area, with a capacity of up 
to 8,000 tours a month. 

Since April 2015, scheduling can be tracked in real 
time using the new “TRoad” app. Communication 
with the driver is also via smartphone. Customers 
are happy with the new system because it gives 
them access to prompt and precise information 
about the status of their tour at all times.

A reliable connection
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Munich hub

Munich is traditionally EGIM’s busiest route in 
Germany. This also corresponds to the modal 
split, which lies at over 60 percent between the 
German seaports and Bavaria – and even quite 
a bit higher for the Munich-Riem inland termi-
nal. For EGIM, the Bavarian capital is not just 
an important inland terminal that is in high de-
mand with customers; it serves as a hub at the 
same time. Via the Munich hub, EGIM serves 
the southern ports and links its network with that 
of the Group sister company Hannibal in Italy.

Without a “box(X)” stop 
from the North Sea to the Danube

EGIM offers the fastest direct rail link to and from 
Hungary, with six departures per week from the 
German seaports to Hungary’s major economic 
centres – three of them between Nyírbátor and 
Budapest-Bilk. 

For pick-up and delivery by truck, EGIM works 
with established Hungarian partners, thus en-
suring consistently high quality standards. 
EGIM also offers a direct northbound connec-
tion via Munich three times a week.

Partnership with Kloiber

“Dependable and constant partners are a vital 
part of our service offering”, Spandehra says. 
That’s why EGIM has been working with sever-
al partners for many years. 
This also goes for collection and delivery, he 
adds. The principal partner in Bavaria for the 
past two decades has been Kloiber, a logistics 
provider from Petershausen with depots in Mu-
nich-Riem and Augsburg and a large vehicle 
fleet of its own.

To demonstrate to customers how, even on the 
last mile, just how sustainable this long-stand-
ing cooperation with Kloiber is, EGIM has giv-
en a number of vehicles a regional outfit. Says 
Spandehra: “Like all of our service providers, 
Kloiber is a committed and reliable partner who 
is much appreciated by our customers.” (cb)

For more information
www.egim.eu

Contact

EUROGATE Intermodal GmbH
egim.sales@eurogate.de
Tel. +49 40 7405-2202

to/from Weekly 
Hamburg roundtrips
Frankfurt 3
Mannheim 3
Nürnberg 7
Nürnberg‐Augsburg 2
Kornwestheim 10
Ulm 10
Munich 8
Augsburg‐Munich 2
Budapest 4

to/from Weekly 
Bremerhaven roundtrips
Mannheim 3
Nürnberg 5
Kornwestheim 5
Ulm 3
Munich 1
Dortmund‐Munich 1
Augsburg‐Munich 5
Budapest 2

to/from Weekly 
Hamburg roundtrips
Frankfurt 3
Mannheim 3
Nürnberg 7
Nürnberg‐Augsburg 2
Kornwestheim 10
Ulm 10
Munich 8
Augsburg‐Munich 2
Budapest 4

to/from Weekly 
Bremerhaven roundtrips
Mannheim 3
Nürnberg 5
Kornwestheim 5
Ulm 3
Munich 1
Dortmund‐Munich 1
Augsburg‐Munich 5
Budapest 2
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Two rail cargo companies

The group has two rail cargo companies InRail 
and FuoriMuro, both equipped with their own 
rolling stock (locomotives) and qualified staff for 
composing and rail traction.

InRail runs traffic between Italy and other Eu-
ropean countries (in particular, Austria and Slo-
venia) and, thanks to its security certificate, is 
capable of reaching new destinations like the 
Italian border in Chiasso and operating in all of 
North, Central and Southern Italy as far as Na-
ples. 

Moreover, InRail has been authorized to 
operate in the Slovenian territory and has 
established a new branch in Slovenia.

Established as a shunting company man-
aging all shunting activities in the Port of 
Genoa on an exclusive basis, in August 
2012 FuoriMuro became a rail company 

as well, and now combines the shunting servic-
es with rail transport from the ports of Genoa 
(more than 130,000 wagons in 2015), La Spezia 
and Livorno to main interports. FuoriMuro con-
nects daily from Marseille (Southern France) to 
Parma (Northern Italy) and assures a complete 
service including the hire and supply of wagons 
and containers.

Innovative and sustainable

Metrocargo Italia supplies innovative intermod-
al services, which are completely tailor-made in 
order to satisfy specific customer needs. 

A tangible example of this mission is the launch 
in 2013 (in partnership with rail company 
FuoriMuro) of a multi-customer, multi-product, 

multi-origin and multi-destination train 
connecting North-West Italy (Castelguel-
fo-Parma and Mortara-Pavia) with South-
ern France (Marseille).

The transport is different from all others 
in the market because it has been con-
ceived through the aggregation of dif-
ferent volumes generated by different 

companies which have in common the same 
route (or part of it). It combines conventional 
wagons transporting LPG (liquefied petroleum 
gas = gas di petrolio liquefatto) with flat wagons 
designed for the transport of containers loaded 
with different types of goods.

It has contribut-
ed to significant 
savings shared 
by all involved 
companies and 
to a huge mod-
al shift from 
road to rail. 

The impor-
tant results 
achieved have 
allowed the 
group to get 
contributions 
for the de-
velopment of 
cross-border 
intermodal traf-
fics from Brus-
sels.

Metrocargo Italia
Contact

Nicoletta Garzoni

nicoletta.garzoni@metrocargoautomazioni.it
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The logistics operator EKOL logistics, 
which started its activities in 1990 in Tur-
key, has now got its own companies in 13 
countries. Ekol is listed among the pioneer-
ing suppliers of integrated logistics services 
in Turkey and Europe, with distribution cen-
tres with more than 750,000m² indoor areas 
in Turkey, Germany, Italy, Greece, France, 
Ukraine, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Romania, 
Hungary, Spain, Bulgaria, Czech Republic 
and Poland, and has more than 6,500 staff.

Huge portfolio of logistic activities

Ekol can offer: transportation, warehouse man-
agement, foreign trade and supply chain man-
agement solutions and services for various 
product groups, for example: Hi-Tech, au-
tomotive, textile, FMCG, health, industry. 
The turnover (€504 million in 2015) in-
crease is about 25 percent every year. 

It is worth mentioning that Ekol is the 
owner of 5 Ro-Ro vessels with an own 
fleet of 5,000 transport units as well. Ekol 
offers a network of rail connections and 

thanks to this, Ekol can offer intermodal solu-
tions which provide environmental, financial, 
social (for drivers) and operational benefits. 

40 block trains weekly

With 40 block trains weekly Ekol is an important 
rail provider, serving amongst others the follow-
ing routes and destinations: 

Four times a week between Trieste to Ostrava, 
two additional round trips are under discussion:

- Six times weekly Trieste <> Ludwigshafen 

- Nine times weekly Trieste <> Cologne

Own R&D department

Ekol is doing more than just making statements 
about modern, innovative solutions, Ekol 
actually offers them to its customers. 

It is supported and made possible by the 
R&D department, which employs over 90 
people working on more than 100 pro-
jects to make the company and the ser-
vices even better and more effective. The 
results and achievements of this depart-

Ekol Logistics ment makes Ekol different from 
other logistics companies in the 
market.

Contact

Bogna Blasiak

bogna.blasiak@ekol.com
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The Port of Zeebrugge is a coastal port centrally located 
in Europe.  It largely owes its success to its unique strate-
gic and geographic position:

● On the coast of the North Sea, the busiest 
sea in the world

● At the crossroads of the cargo flow be-
tween the continent and the UK, Scandinavia 
and Southern Europe

● At a short distance from industrial areas 
and major cities in Europe

● It is a non-congested port with excellent 
hinterland connections

Logistic platform

The Port of Zeebrugge has grown from a pure transit 
port to a logistic platform that combines the shortsea and 
deepsea flows.  The location at the coast results in min-
imal port times and reduced call costs for the shipping 
lines.

We saw the completion of main construction works in 
1985 and now the “new port” consists of: an outer port; 
built in the sea and protected by two long breakwaters, 
accessible for the biggest ships in the world, without hav-
ing to use locks.  These make the outer port ideal for 
container and ro-ro traffic. An inner port; docks that are 
equipped with terminals for the handling, storage and dis-
tribution for new cars, general cargoes and containers.

Modern up-to-date infrastructure

Rail forms a crucial part in the modal split 
of the port as more than 15% of all cargo 
movements in the port rely on this trans-
port mode.  The objective is to increase 
the share of this mode to at least 20% 
in the future! Being a young port offers 
us the advantage that our rail infrastruc-

ture is modern and up to date. All terminals are 
rail connected and there is a daily offer of direct 
block trains with containers, trailers, new cars 
and general cargo to several connections in Eu-
rope.  As an example, we offer approximately 
34 direct departures to Italy every week!

Two European rail corridors

Zeebrugge is also integrated into two main 
European rail corridors: Rhine/Alpine corridor 
(RFC1) & North Sea / Mediterranean (RFC2).
New investments to increase the rail capacity 

Zeebrugge: strong rail connectivity 

are ongoing.  The port is now very easily ac-
cessible with the bypass that connects the east 
and west part of the port.  A new marshalling 
yard with 21 tracks is under construction and 
other smaller initiatives will contribute to an 
even stronger position of rail within the port in 
the near future.

Contact

Johan Abel

ja@mbz.be
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Made in China

The manufacturing of goods in China auto-
matically means that these goods have to be 
transported from there to their final destination. 
Since the introduction of the container, lots of 
goods could be produced in China which would 
normally not even survive the deep sea voyage 
(e.g. a carton with 1,000 pencils). 

This awareness has brought a lot of manufac-
turing to China and generated over recent years 
a steadily growing flow of containers leaving 
China to all kind of global destinations.

The trigger: China

For a long time the Chinese eco-
nomic growth was mainly concen-
trated in the Eastern part and the 
coastal region of this huge coun-
try (5,000km from West to East 
with 100,000km of good naviga-

ble waterways). The western part of China (e.g. 
Chongqing region, 35 million people) did not 
participate in the economic rise of the country 
but convinced the national government to pro-
vide long term financial support to the region to 
attract manufacturers and to fight poverty and 
unemployment.

Xi Jinping: "One belt, one road"

After several years the national support pro-
gramme resulted in a lot of new production 
plants and manufacturers in the region in and 
around Chongqing. 

Automotive and electronics 
manufacturers developed very 
strongly in this region, all having 
a very high amount of export, so 
containers with cargo needed to 
be transported from Chongqing 
to Eastern China, where the sea 
ports are located.

Hinterland transport

One of the transport options for export contain-
ers from Chongqing is the barge: 2,400km on 
the Yangtze River towards Shanghai. Alterna-
tively containers can be transported by rail to-
wards Shenzhen; which is quicker and shorter. 
Both hinterland options connect to the deep sea 
container lines sailing from the Chinese ports to 
all global destinations.

For the containers with destinations of Germany 
and the Benelux there is a third option: the New 
Silk Road by rail from Chongqing to Duisburg. 
There are of course more destinations than just 
Duisburg (Iran, Czech republic, Spain, etc), but 
to explain the concept and give you a taste and 
a smell of these better quality in logistics, we 
now focus on Duisburg.

Different rail gauge

China has a different rail gauge to that of Ka-
zakhstan and other former Soviet countries to 
Poland (which all have the same gauge). This 
means that containers must switch from the 

Chinese gauge to the Kazakh gauge. In Khor-
gos a huge multimodal terminal has been built 
(three Chinese gauges and three Kazakh gaug-
es in full block train length (1km), all reachable 
with state of the art RMGs (Rail Mounted Gan-
try Cranes). The capacity of the Khorgos Gate-
way terminal is calculated for 500,000 TEU but 
Karl Gheysen is confident and he is expecting 
that Khorgos Gateway will be able to handle 
1,000,000 TEU within five years from now. 
Besides its gateway function the area around 
Khorgos will be developed as a logistics area 
for all kinds of logistics activities around and re-
lated to the upcoming cargo flows in both west 
and eastbound directions.

Time is money

Via the river option (Chongqing > Shanghai > 
Rotterdam) the container needs roughly 45 
days to get to Duisburg, using the rail (Chong-
qing > Shenzhen > Rotterdam) it takes 30 days, 
but with the New Rail Silk Road just 15 days.

It is perhaps not so easy to imagine what 30 
days less means in the complete process of 

Khorgos Gateway 
at the heart of the New Rail Silk Road... where the East meets the West....
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Arrival Duisburg

Departure  Chongqing

Khorgos Gateway

Time = Money  (Chongqing-Duisburg: door-door transit time in days)

River transport 
via Yangtze with 
deep sea to W-
European port 
incl. "last mile" 
delivery to 
Duisburg

45 30
Rail transport to 
Shenzhen with 
deep sea to W-
European port 
incl. "last mile" 
delivery to 
Duisburg

15
Direct rail 
transport 
from 
Chongqing 
to Duisburg

production to the feeding of the stockpile – fi-
nancially and logistically as well. But having the 
product available in the shop 30 days earlier is, 
for the clothing industry, a giant step forward 
and a gigantic environmental improvement 
compared to the air option they must currently 
use to get trendy products in time in the shop.

Sea freights fluctuate, but as a rough estimate, 
you can say that the rail freight on the New 
Rail Silk Road is two to three times higher than 

westbound in good times; airfreight however is 
three to four times higher than the rail freight. 
So the railfreight of the New Rail Silk Road is 
somewhere in the middle of the slowest and the 
fastest options – “cheaper than air and faster 
than by sea”, as they say in Khorgos.

Total costs of operation

When  goods have  time, operators can still opt
for the lowest freight rate. But there is more… 

using the New Rail Silk Road the sea port vis-
its and the inland haulage on both sides com-
pletely disappear; cost-wise the Chinese part 
is the most substantial. Adding all the different 
aspects related to the whole logistic chain, you 
may find that the bottom line gives a surprising 
result, even with the relatively high rail freight! 
‘New Silk Way Logistics’ a newly created joint 
venture of Western Europe’s leading freight for-
warders (H. ESSERS, Royal Wagenborg and 
KLG Europe) is actively developing this con-

cept for its clients. In a feature in a forthcoming 
edition we will work out with them the TCO as-
pects as well as some possible examples of use 
of this New Silk Road in more detail, showing 
which opportunities this route offers.  

Contact

Naziyam Ibragimova

naziyam.ibragimova@khorgosgateway.com
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The rail terminal located about 40km east of Ber-
lin, close to the Polish border and the GVZ 
Frankfurt on the Oder, is certainly also an 
interesting exchange location for the New 
Rail Silk Road.  To reach Frankfurt on the 
Oder from China, the train does not need 
to make a detour. Furthermore the termi-
nal is located close to a huge consum-
er market: Germany (Berlin) and Poland 
as well. The area  has excellent options 

for establishing logistics and distribution 
facilities both for the mentioned region as 

well as nationwide and internationally 
because of the presence of several inter-
modal  terminals in the region including 
Berlin-Großbeeren, Berlin-Westhafen, 
Wustermark, Königs Wusterhausen, with 
a wide range of frequent rail connections 
into different German regions and Euro-
pean countries. 

Easte Gate Frankfurt on the Oder 
Rail terminal, logistics area, free space... everything available!

Contact     Dirk Kommer    kommer@icob.de
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Locations with three container terminals are not 
very frequent, indeed it is rather exceptional. 
The new managing director of DeltaPort GmbH 
& Co. KG in Wesel, Andreas Stolte (who started 
his new job on the inauguration day of the Got-
thard base tunnel), must have felt completely 
contented as he began his new job because 
trimodal terminals and their development possi-
bilities has been his area of expertise for a long 
time.

The DeltaPort location (the city port, Emmel-
sum and Rhine-Lippe port) has, apart from this, 
a further unusual quality, which is becom-
ing more and more scarce nationwide in 
Germany: an area of about 200 hectares 
for the establishment of water and rail af-
fine logistics.

Don’t expect boredom in the office of 
DeltaPort, because the container market 
together with the whole intermodal and 

logistical environmental is in a changing mood. 
It is precisely these developments which are 
creating new opportunities for DeltaPort.  

During the press meeting at the assumption of 
his position, Andreas Stolte very convincingly 
connected the DeltaPort ambitions like logisti-
cal establishments (physical in port or even vir-
tual - and connected to the port with rail shuttle); 
a possible hub for the container barging; and 
the whole range of further perspectives with his 
own long-standing experience.

New Rail Silk Road

Also for the ambitious developments of 
the New Rail Silk Road, DeltaPort is an 
attractive location with available rail sid-
ing and enough space. Already with a 
tiny share of the potential and railable 
container volumes from the Chongqing 
region (35 million inhabitants, with an 

export oriented elec-
tronics and automo-
tive industry), its port 
neighbour Duisburg 
will have its hands full 
and limited space for 
new establishments.  

The triple trimod-
al connection of the 
DeltaPort location 
and available space 
for distributional and 
logistical newcomers 
also justifies a view 

over the Alps, where the 
natural traffic hindrance 
loses its horror with 
every finished base tun-
nel, and a continuation 
of the traffic growth on 
the transport axle may 
be expected.

Contact

Andreas Stolte

andreas.stolte@del-
taport.de

DeltaPort Wesel: triple trimodal
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OOC terminals Oss
Two locations
The trimodal Terminal 1 offers everything a con-
tainer heart could wish for: daily barge service  
to/from Rotterdam; twice weekly to/from Ant-
werp; cleaning and repair of containers; com-
plete service for reefer containers, with 70 con-
nections on the terminal; cleaning and repair 
of containers, complete reefer service with 70 
connections; gassing and degassing of contain-
ers; stuffing and stripping; a “bulk to box“ device 
(with which the last mile is dropped and con-
tainers can get a higher loading weight); and 
depots for empty containers as well as special 
chassis. Terminal 2 is more specialized on dry 
and liquid bulk as well as breakbulk.

In all activities so far the main focus has been 
on creating and improving reliable and fre-
quent connections between Oss and its hinter-
land with both sea ports. With the planned 
rail-focused further development of the 
terminal and its hinterland, similar ac-
tivities will be built up but in completely 
different directions in the European conti-
nent and maybe further than that. 

It is nonsense to complain about the den-
sity of hinterland terminals in the Neth-

erlands, however most of them do not have a 
rail siding. With a rail siding a terminal does not 
only open a further gateway, but a full range of 
development options. The rail axle via Melzo 
shows with its actual programme of departures 
and arrivals, that there is development potential 
available for Oss in the Alpine crossing traffic 
flows.  

New Rail Silk Road
To realize the ambitions of the New Rail Silk 
Road (Karl Gheysen, CEO of Khorgos Gate-
way: “1,000,000 TEU in 5 years counted from 
now”) within this time frame, a number of ad-
ditional terminals in the target areas in North 
Rhine-Westphalia must be added, to facilitate 
the acquisition of further source and target car-
go flows for the New Rail Silk Road.

Existing and new areas for logistics and dis-
tribution are perfectly reachable within the so 
called “spacious city limits” range from Oss. 
Thus the total costs of operation for a substan-

tial volume of containers will show posi-
tive results compared to those that could 
have been realized with the launching 
volumes to Duisburg.    

Contact
Eric Nooijen

enooijen@ooc.nl
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